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Abstract:

Online communities coordinate their work through mechanisms different from those
traditionally associated with coordination in organizations.
Open source software
communities coordinate software development activity through arm’s length coordination
mechanisms, including an online platform, modular software code, and layering, or
‘superpositioning,’ of work on top of previously layered code. However, there are “residual
interdependencies” that are not addressed by these well-known arm’s length mechanisms.
These residual interdependencies can reflect dependencies within the development work
itself or among the developers performing the work. But open source communities cannot
resort to organizational coordination mechanisms to coordinate work in the face of residual
interdependencies. So how do these communities manage to coordinate these complex
interdependencies? In this paper we conduct an exploratory, qualitative and computational
study of an open source software project, Rubinius, to understand how open source
communities deal with residual interdependencies that are not addressed by arm’s length
coordination mechanisms. We find that residual interdependencies are associated with
different structures for patterns of action, or “routines,” in the development process. In
particular we find that different interdependencies are associated with different routine
structures, and we identify two general routine components—direct implementation and
knowledge integration—and unpack their roles. We conclude with implications for research
into open source software communities and for research on coordination in organization
studies generally.
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